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thighs; there were tufts of black hair and a signet ring on
the fingers interlaced behind him; there was finality in the
back he turned on Julie—the finality of a cart-horse with
its head in a bag and its rump turned outward from its
stall. Those who stood with him were as firmly set	his
wife, Madame Allard; Goof, solidly handsome, with long
dark lashes, a moustache trained upward from a straight
mouth and his father's high, apple cheeks; Sophie, whose
sallow forehead and suspicious eyes were almost on a level
with Allard's; and three friends whom Lewis had not
seen before, a youth named van Arkel with curled canary
hair and a white face that his feminine hands were forever
touching—an Aguecheek twitching his pedigree; Count
Sordel, a gruff barrel of a man whose voice and laughter
seemed to be echoed in the bowels of the earth; and Corrie
Sordel, pretty as a squirrel, highly coloured as a doll,
but considered unfortunate, Ballater murmured, because,
though she took no exercise and drank chocolate, only her
ankles were fat enough to satisfy Dutch requirements of
ample beauty. They were discussing the blockade, for
Allard's gift to Sophie had been delayed by it.
"Oh, I do think it a shame!" said Corrie. "Poor Sophie,
how disappointing!"
"It will come in time," Sophie answered.
"Unless," Sordel observed, "the fishes have it."
"But why Dutch ships should be hindered I don't
understand."
Goof remarked that it was the fortune of war. Allard
said that he agreed—unquestionably it must be considered
in that light, but he wished that he could get some English
playing-cards. The groups gathered a little closer to hear
how, while playing bridge on Tuesday evening, Allard,
being strong in spades but weak in diamonds, had tried to
indicate to his partner that	
"But, of course," said the canary-haired youth, "one
does need to be accustomed to one's partner, doesn't one?
Like marriage, isn't?"
"You can't say 'isn't' in English to end an interrogative
sentence," Goof remarked.

